
PLAN SPONSOR 
TIP SHEET FOR CHANGING PROVIDERS



Check on Payroll Integration.

Don’t assume your new 401k provider  

integrates with your payroll. Check  this 

and verify before making the  switch or 

it may end up costing you  valuable 

time and expense.

There will be fees.

When you switch providers there is  

often a termination fee (particularly  

with insurance companies) charged 

by the provider losing the business  

(can range from a few hundred to a  

few thousand dollars) and the new  

provider often has an establishment 

fee to set-up the new plan.

There's some work involved.

Your advisor will work with your  

provider to do most of the heavy  lifting. 

Your role is generally limited to  

providing the required  information  

needed to make the change (and  

making plan decisions/ signing  

required documents of course).

I N F O  S H E E T F O R

C H A N G I N G P R O V I D E R S

It takes time.

Most 401k providers require you give  

them advanced notice before you  can 

terminate their services (90 days  is 

common). (And the entire process  

typically takes 60-90 days.)

Avoid this common 401k failure.  Don’t 

stop sending plan contributions  to 

your outgoing provider until the

blackout period starts. (Timely  deposit 

of contributions is one of the  top 401k 

failures and can be costly.)

Confirm ERISA Compliance.

Be sure you confirm which provider  

will complete the nondiscrimination  

testing and/or Form 5500 for the  prior 

year (if not done - typically  outgoing 

provider) and the current  year 

(typically new provider).

NOTES:
BONUS TIP

If your new plan charges you quarterly, 

in  arrears, try to avoid starting the new 

plan  in the final few weeks of the 

quarter as  you may end up paying for a 

full quarter  even if your plan was only 

there a few  weeks (you can ask if they 

will prorate  your first quarter’s fees 

based on the  actual time you are in the 

plan).


